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About This Game

Play as the enigmatic Lithien Silvair. Living on the odium, suffering from amnesia, and a fresh arrival in the deepest most
dismal spot the map… Luna. Are you deep in the planet’s mantle? The land of the dead? or somewhere in-between? There are

scant few inhabitants and each is deeply flawed. Is love real? Can you trust anyone?

Check out the Game Guide & R2 Info under Community Hub

STORY

Back in the real world people call this place Luna. No one who has never been there could ever really confirm or deny its
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existence… but the rumors do fly. A cold tomb for the fallen? A penal colony managed by The Order of the Raven? Or worse
yet the very gates of Hell!? The perspective of its inhabitants is of a different attitude, and only that of escape. Every last one of

them wishes they could get back to something... Only the purest of naturalists could find appreciation in its endless tombs,
roaring wind, and cold pebble and flint stones. As Lith enters the scene he enters into a very trying time for Luna. The

intelligent Chumbo has been banished. The peaceful native population of Val’Ra have recently gone missing. Could someone
closer than the party thinks be responsible?

FEATURES

Intense sword and arrow combat. Fight beasts, aliens, and insects

Compete to earn challenging achievements tied to Rare Drop items

Touch, gamepad, or mappable keyboard control options

Experience an advanced love system

Atmospheric lighting system

Varied economy with crafting

Experience a rich story

Open world exploration

Meet a varied cast of unique characters

Compelling original soundtrack by Phrostylicious Productions
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luna shattered hearts episode 1

Horrible dont play will induce all the rage. servers are dead.
only play if you have at least 2 other friends to play with
besides that, fun game.. Not even close to good as Civ: Call to Power. This was my first game on Steam! Let me say, it was
awesome! The game, music, and graphics and colors were in my like about this game list!. Trully Magic!. Truly an amazing
experience.
I felt the deep dark spirit inside me while I was fighting my way through to meet the ultimate...
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The map is okay, but dear god you need teamwork to win in this map. Which is a problem in this game where most people think
they're some great general who can win on his own. This map proves why the game became cancerous in teh past year, You
know around the time hotel Mussolini started to run for President. Map is okay and can be really fun with hard level AI and
friends but for the love of Jesus dont' play this with randoms. It will be a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing mess.. good game i
love this game. Just like the game, the soundtrack is awesome. And comes with bonus tracks not in the cd version. Get this if
you are a fan of nuclear throne.. I found it generic and boring, every wave starts the same. Besides new weapons(that can't be
unlocked between waves) and more cardboards nothing really changes. No real progression, no story at all, just shooting a lot of
cardboards and trowing the same stuff at the beginning of each wave. Not worth the price yet.. Got this game because I got a
90% off coupon from making a badge in system shock 2. Figured why not iot's only 10 cents. Oh how wrong I was.

Game crashed twice when I opened it before I redownloaded it and it worked.

The graphics that I saw were on par with System Shock 2, a game released in 1999. Graphics aren't everything, I figured.

Enemies come at me, looking like an asset flip, I kill the zombies in german uniforms easily with a chain.

Then bull enemies with swords come at me, I lose a fair bit of health before I figured out you can hit them and back up before
they hit you, I kill them and get chaingun that for some reason says it's a machinegun.

I clear the next room, no new enemies.

The next room, wolf enemies that take 20 shots to die, are fast and eat your health like it's a deer come at me, I run out of ammo
and die.

I had seen enough and request a refund.

Did i mention sound failed half way through?. I would recommend buying the game, but not as a good game. It's a fascinating
study in how to take a simpel premise and just make it fail.

S4 games are my cup of tea. Have been since forever. They flow, they're fun, and they have variety through trying different
approaches and maps.

This game has an interface that is slow, clunky, and where every command is easy to misplace, even after several hours of
playing. The tech tree, as others have said is both too large and too simple. Combinations should be as important as individual
choices. Likewise the civilisation mixes are individually diverse, but have poor combinatory impact.

At three quid this worth playing with just for the education. At full price, avoid.. The most STRESSFULL part of Hexcells
series! It gives you 1 mistake only to complete the level on perfect and you will constantly stare for ages at the puzzle level with
1-2 cells remaining and 1 mistake left, but some levels literally give you no clue where the remaining cells should be! No clues!
Just gamble!
Since 4th set of puzzle levels the difficulty reaches such level that you have to watch every step like a chess player and be super-
duper concentrated and focused, but eventually you won't need your skills to finish the level on perfect, just luck.
Would be a nice pleasurable Puzzle game if had somemore logic in level design.... A really interesting game. I don't know if I
found the mechanics particularly fun, but I dig the asthetic and it has some really interesting ideas going on.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/jXqmqekY8mI

I got extremely bored of this game extremely fast, probably shows in the video, it's just a very repetitive game. The video is me
playing the game if you wanna get what it's about.. This is a technically complex song for the Bass. I'd recommend this one for
intermediate players or better.
Don't know about guitar.
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